Steamin’ Demon

Procedure

1) Make sure all switches are in the off position.
2) Unroll hoses, attach red hose to sink fitting on faucet, open all valves, plug in and turn on hot water.
3) Fill defoamer bottle with defoamer. If your machine does not have a bottle attachment, pour a capful directly into the recovery tank.
4) Pre-spray the carpet with chemical.
5) Turn the vacuum switch on and position the machine for cleaning pass.
6) Cleaning Pass: with both hands on the handle, turn jet spray switch on and walk backwards (1-2 feet per second). Turn off jet spray at the end of cleaning pass. Reposition machine for the next cleaning pass and repeat procedure.
   NOTE: During cleaning pass apply a small amount of upward lift on handle to keep the nose of the machine flat against the carpet. You can switch the hoses from one side of the handle to the other. Try to work away from the hoses and watch for kinks in the hoses.

Cleanup

1) When finished cleaning, spray out recovery tank with hose and tilt machine to the right to manually drain the recovery tank.
2) Run the vacuum motor for two minutes to make sure it is dry
3) Turn hot water off, unscrew red hose from sink fitting, unplug and close ball valves.
   Replace sink fitting with aerator. Then place sink fitting in hand caddie.
4) Remove and clean water filters and float switch.
5) Wipe off air filter and bottom of recovery tank.
6) Replace water filters and float switch.
7) Clean vacuum shoe with lip hook.
8) Wipe off exterior of machine with damp cloth and towel dry.
9) Roll hoses clockwise on top of machine.
10) Remove defoamer bottle and rinse if needed
Steamin' Demon Parts

Figure 2: Water filters

Figure 3: Air filter

Figure 4: Float switch
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